The SRCD Office for Policy and Communications is interested in highlighting SRCD members
and publications featured in the news media. The following are the most recent submissions:
All links below are to news articles except when noted as:
Op-Ed Piece

TV or Radio Interview or

A World Bank blog post on the “school-to-work transition” references a 2007 Child Development paper
by Lisa Blackwell, Kali H. Trzesniewski, and Carol Dweck. The post discusses Dweck’s “growth
mindset” theory and tries to answer the question, “How can we best help children and youth succeed
in life?”
Wen-Jui Han’s 2005 Child Development paper on nonstandard maternal work schedules and children’s
cognitive outcomes was cited in a New York Times article examining the effects of parental on-call
shift work on child well-being.
A 2002 Social Policy Report by SRCD member Deborah Stipek is referenced in The Atlantic about the
pros and cons of delaying a child’s kindergarten entrance, also known as “redshirting.”
Research conducted by Paul Morgan, George Farkas, Marianne Hillemeier, Carol Hammer, and Steve
Maczuga was the focus of an SRCD press release and multiple media mentions, including but not
limited to The Examiner and Futurity.
The research of multiple SRCD members is cited in this New York Times opinion article about teaching
social skills to children in order to improve their scholastic achievement and life course.
According to a study by Tasha R. Howe and colleagues, adults who had been metal fans, musicians, or
groupies in the 80s “reported higher levels of youthful happiness.” The study also found that these
adults were less likely to have regrets, and suggests that the metal community may have acted as a
protective factor for troubled youth. Media mentions include:
ABC News Australia, Slate:France,
The Guardian, USA Today, and Billboard.
Brock Ferguson is quoted regarding children’s vocabulary development in this Chicago Tribune article
about technology and children’s development.
This NPR article focuses on Tulsa’s Pre-K investments, looking at children 10 years out. It features SRCD
member Deborah Phillips.
Two studies published in Child Development were cited in an article in The Guardian about “fixing”
unconscious racism. The studies’ authors include: Yarrow Dunham, Andrew Scott Baron, Susan Carey,
Dana Birnbaum, Inas Deeb, Gilli Segall, Adar Ben-Eliyahu, and Gil Diesendruck.
Quality counts in adolescents and young adult romantic relationships, according to research conducted
by Charlene Collibee and Wyndol Furman. This research was featured in an SRCD press release. The
Daily Mail UK and Medical Daily, among other news outlets, covered these findings.

We strongly encourage and welcome all members to report recent noteworthy mentions
of their research in the media. Information may be emailed to opc@srcd.org.

